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Amiré is the fantastic new decorative finish for interiors; a star to highlight the Adicolor range. The perfect complement to various products and surrounding that

will give your walls a seductive finish with an extra magical glow. It is a high resistant, washable, transparent top coat enhanced with fascinating glitter.

Available in types GOLD or SILVER plus the new type EX series with a far more evident effect. Ideal to create mood in any room and give a captivating

background ambience. Amiré is designed to be applied over any finished coating like prime quality wall paints, decorative finishes of various types, polished

plasters, or just anywhere you want to add a touch of personality. The glitter will result better over an opaque coating and will reflect according to the angle of

light.

INTENDED USE
Ideal of any type of sound painted interior surface or decorative effect to be enriched with gold or silver glitter.

SURFACE TREATMENT
Ascertain that the painted surface or decorative effect to be covered with Amiré is sound, clean, dry and free from dust and any substance that may compromise adhesion.

Over lime based products apply one coat of ADIFIX primer thinned as specified.

APPLICATION
Mix the product thoroughly before use. Pour some product into an application tray, dip in the

medium pile roller and run it over a dry surface to remove any excess. Roll the product onto the wall in vertical and oblique movements, ensuring the glitter particles are evenly

spread on the surface. Complete  the surface with this application technique in one single coat.

THINNING
Ready to use

AVERAGE SPREAD RATE
Spread rate (per coat): 10 to 12 m²/litre

DRYING TIME AT 25° C
4 to 6 hours

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1050 ± 20 g/l

VISCOSITY
(Brookfield 20°C): 1500 to 2000 mPa.s

V.O.C. (Directive 2004/42/CE)
Cat. L BA - Direttive 2004/42/CE - Val Max.: 200 g/l - Val Eff.: 58 g/l

Any information supplied whether verbal or in writing, is for guidance only as conditions and feasibility of use may be influenced by external factors beyond our control and is therefore given in good faith but without warranty.  Adicolor reserves the right to

modify any data and information without notice. Our technical service is available for any further detailed information.


